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Abstract—The advent of exascale computing, with the unparalleled rise in the scale of data in Internet of Things (IoT),
high performance computing (HPC), and big data domains, both
at the center and the edge of the system, requires optimal
exploitation of energy-efficient computing hardware dedicated
for edge processing. Emerging hardware for data processing
at the edge must take advantage of advanced concurrent data
locality-aware algorithms and data structures in order to provide
better throughput and energy efficiency. Their design must
be performance portable for their implementation to perform
equally well on the edge hardware as well as other high
performance computing, embedded and accelerator platforms.
Concurrent search trees are one such widely used back-end for
many important big data systems, databases, and file systems.
We analyze DeltaTree, a concurrent energy-efficient and localityaware data structure based on relaxed cache-oblivious model and
van Emde Boas trees, on Intel’s specialized computing platform
Movidius Myriad 2, designed for machine vision and computing
capabilities at the edge. We compare the throughput and energy
efficiency of DeltaTree with B-link tree, a highly concurrent
B+tree, on Movidius Myriad 2, along with a high performance
computing platform (Intel Xeon), an ARM embedded platform,
and an accelerator platform (Intel Xeon Phi). The results show
that DeltaTree is performance portable, providing better energyefficiency and throughput than B-link tree on these platforms for
most workloads. For Movidius Myriad 2 in particular, DeltaTree
performs really well with its throughput and efficiency up to 4×
better than B-link tree.
Index Terms—edge computing, energy efficient algorithms,
concurrent algorithms, data locality, binary search trees

I. INTRODUCTION
The trend of data intensive and data centric computing, with
rising to the exascale, along with the applications in Internet of
Things (IoT), smart grid, health technology and personalized
medicine, are bringing the focus back to having intelligence
and computing at the edges of the network. Arising from the
concerns for data security, privacy, control and ownership, along
with the plain impracticalities and costs involved in moving
the increasing size of data around, this is also necessitated by
the latency and performance requirements of applications from
cloud gaming, machine vision, video analytics, cloud robotics
and time critical industrial applications.
This has given rise to interesting and novel approaches in
designing hardware for efficient computing and processing
capabilities. One of the promising technology in this domain is
the Movidius Myriad platform [1], which provides always-on

low powered machine vision and deep learning capabilities
for mobile and edge applications. Such edge platforms can
play an important role in performing data analytics and data
intelligence at the edge [2]. They can also help to increase
adoption and deployment of big data technologies in volunteer
computing and community edge cloud platforms [3], [4] for
applications into personal health, smart homes, smart cities,
and IoT.
Exploiting the full potential of such edge platforms also
requires that the data structures and algorithms from traditional
computing platforms adapt well to the new hardware, so that
their performance remains portable. In this paper, we focus on
concurrent search trees that play a crucial and central role in the
back-end design of databases, key-values stores, file systems,
system schedulers, big data, and many other applications. We
explore and compare the performance and energy efficiency
profile of Movidius Myriad platform with other state-of-the-art
high-performance and personal computing platforms.
We have compared DeltaTree [5]–[7], a performanceportable fine-grained locality-aware concurrent search tree
based on van Emde Boas layout, with B-link tree [8], a highly
concurrent B+ tree, on the specialized computing platform
Movidius Myriad 2, and also experimentally evaluated them
on a high performance computing (HPC) platform (Intel Xeon),
an ARM embedded platform, and an accelerator platform
(Intel Xeon Phi). Our results show that DeltaTree performs
well, and its energy efficiency and throughput are up to 4×
better than B-link tree. This indicates the huge potential
in developing energy aware data structures and algorithms,
which are designed to be performance portable for different
hardware architectures and memory hierarchies, as they adapt
well to emerging novel hardware architectures. DeltaTree, for
instance in this case initially designed for traditional HPC
platforms, demonstrated optimal performance for customized
edge architectures like Movidius Myriad, unlike platformdependent search trees optimized and fine-tuned for a specific
platform (e.g., FAST [9] and PALM [10]).
Our key contribution in this paper is building the case
for platform independent, performance portable and energy
optimized data structures, which perform well on existing HPC
and accelerator platforms, but more importantly at the same
time, port well to the latest hardware systems dedicated for
computing at the edge. We contribute by demonstrating our

argument through detailed empirical performance evaluation
by implementing concurrency-aware vEB based DeltaTree [5]–
[7] on the specialized edge computing platform, Movidius
Myriad 2, and also contrasting its efficiency and performance
on three other popular platforms (cf. Table I). There are
not many existing studies evaluating the Movidius Myriad
platform in depth, and to the best of our knowledge, our
work represents one of the first studies into performance
evaluation and benchmarking cache oblivious data structures
and concurrent search trees on Movidius Myriad.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We discuss
the latest trends and developments in energy-efficient edge
computing in Section II. We highlight the need for energyaware data structures, and introduce the concurrent search
trees in Section III. We present the experimental evaluation in
Section IV, and discuss our findings in Section V. We conclude
our work in Section VI.

Other initiatives have focused on optimizing data processing
and machine learning algorithms for energy efficient computing
at the edge. This aims to enable resource-constrained IoT
devices to execute machine learning algorithms locally, instead
of uploading data to the cloud for processing. Microsoft, for
instance, has developed optimized tree and k-nearest neighbour
based algorithms for classification, regression, ranking, and
other useful IoT functions [21], [22], which have been shown
to perform well on Arduino Uno board with minimal energy
footprint.
These developments clearly highlight the trend of moving
on from general purpose computational hardware like central
processing units (CPU), and graphics processing units (GPU),
to dedicated hardware for machine learning and edge processing including field programmable gate arrays (FGPA), and
application-specific integrated circuits (ASIC). With the advent
of novel memory hardware like storage class memory (SCM),
or non-volatile random-access memory (NVRAM), and nearmemory and in-memory computing [23], this clearly signals
towards optimizing algorithms and data structures to adapt well
to these specialized hardware.

I I . E F F I C I E N T C O M P U T E AT T H E E D G E
The computation at the edge is becoming increasingly critical for a number of mobile, personal and industrial applications
into machine vision, deep learning, data analytics and IoT,
among many other areas. As the mobile and edge devices are
resource scarce, the impetus for energy efficiency has driven
leading hardware and software players in the systems to focus
on hardware dedicated and optimized for computing and deep
learning at the edge. One of the leading player is Movidius
Myriad platform for machine vision and neural computing [1],
[11], which is a forerunner to Intel’s recently launched Myriad
X system-on-chip (SOC) platform with a dedicated neural
compute engine for accelerating deep learning inferences at the
edge [12]. Movidius Myriad 2 also features in Google’s AIY
Vision Kit [13] for running neural network models on-device.
Nvidia offers Jetson TX2 module [14] for power-efficient
embedded artificial intelligence processing. Arm, with its
latest project Trillium [15], develops dedicated Arm Machine
Learning (ML) processor and Arm Object Detection (OD)
processor, along with ultra-low-power microprocessors such
as the Arm Cortex-M processors, to drive machine learning to
be ubiquitous at the edge. Google has also leveraged dedicated
hardware, termed as TensorFlow Processing Unit (TPU) [16],
for speeding-up deep learning.
Smartphone makers are also increasingly leveraging dedicated hardware for deep learning. Apple with its latest iPhone X
included a dedicated neural computing processor [17]. Google
in its Pixel 2 phone built in custom-designed co-processor, Pixel
Visual Core [18], for image processing and machine learning
tasks, which is energy-aware to avoid drain on the phone’s
battery. Samsung, too, with its Galaxy S9 and Galaxy S9 Plus
smartphones, introduced Exynos 9 Series 9810 processor [19]
with dedicated artificial intelligence processing for improving
energy efficiency. This also fits in with the general purpose
computing platforms well-suited for the edge like Raspberry
Pi [20], Arduino, and Intel Galileo, among other platforms,
which can be effectively optimized for IoT applications at the
edge.

I I I . E N E R G Y A WA R E D ATA S T R U C T U R E S
The different hardware systems require customized implementation of software, algorithms, and data structures, which
are carefully tuned and optimized for that specific platform, in
order to achieve the best performance and efficiency. Porting
to a different platform, or an upgraded architecture for the
same platform, can involve significant development effort in
optimization. For instance, different hierarchy and capacity of
L1/L2 caches and main memory’s capacity and bus width can
require different trade-offs in tuning the data structures for that
particular architecture.
Performance portable algorithms can help in offsetting these
transition and development costs. Performance portability is
becoming increasingly important for high performance computing [24] in various aspects of compute, memory and I/O bound
operations. In this work, we focus on performance portability
across different memory hierarchies, aiming to achieve with
cache oblivious data structures [25] asymptotically optimal
performance across different levels of memory hierarchy.
Achieving high energy efficiency requires fine-grained data
locality. Locality-aware cache oblivious model provides performance that is portable, and cache oblivious data structures
and algorithms are found to be cache-efficient and diskefficient [26], making them suitable for improving energy
efficiency in modern high performance systems.
A. Optimal Concurrent Search Trees
DeltaTree [5]–[7] is a practical, platform-independent, and
lock-based concurrent search tree, which is based on van Emde
Boas (vEB) layout trees [27]. The main feature of the cacheoblivious vEB layout is that the cost of any search in this layout
is O(logB N ) data transfers, where N is the tree size and B
is the unknown memory block size in ideal-cache model [25].
DeltaTree implements relaxed cache oblivious model with the
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additional restriction that an upper bound UB on the unknown
memory block size B is known in advance. As long as an
upper bound on all the block sizes of multilevel memory is
known, the relaxed cache-oblivious model maintains the key
feature of temporal data locality of the original cache-oblivious
model [25].
This provides the advantage that the analysis of a cacheoblivious data structure for a simple two-level memory is
applicable for an unknown multilevel memory (e.g., registers,
L1/L2/L3 caches and memory). So an algorithm that is optimal
in terms of data movement for a simple two-level memory is
asymptotically optimal for an unknown multilevel memory.
DeltaTree adopts the structure and the algorithm that is similar
to the B-link tree, a highly concurrent variation of B+Tree [8],
and replaces the array nodes in the B-link trees with DeltaNode.
Search operations do not need to use locks or wait for any locks,
while the update operations only need to lock at most three
DeltaNodes [8].
B-trees and its concurrent variants [28], [29] are optimized
to reduce I/O. Other concurrent search tree, like FAST [9] and
PALM [10], are platform-dependent that are optimized and
fine-tuned for a specific platform. BST-TK [30], meanwhile,
is a platform-independent and locality-oblivious tree, which is
based on the asynchronous concurrency paradigm. Localityaware concurrent search trees provide better performance and
energy efficiency [31]. DeltaTree is locality-aware as well as
performance-portable, and our goal here is to explore how
well it adapts to the emerging edge computing platforms like
Movidius Myriad 2.

Figure 1. Movidius Myriad 2 Development Kit

I V. E X P E R I M E N TA L E VA L U AT I O N
To evaluate the conceptual idea of a locality-aware concurrent tree, we compare energy efficiency and throughput of
DeltaTree [5]–[7] and CBTree [34], an optimized implementation of the fast concurrent B-tree or B-link tree [8]. B-link
tree is a highly concurrent B-tree variant, and it is still used as
a backend in popular database systems such as PostgreSQL1 .
The experiments were conducted on an Intel high performance
computing (HPC) platform, an ARM embedded platform, an
accelerator platform based on the Intel Xeon Phi architecture
(MIC platform), and a specialized computing platform based
on Movidius Myriad 2 (cf. Table I).

B. Movidius Myriad 2 Platform

The Myriad 2 platform [11] developed by Movidius is a
highly energy-efficient ultra-low power platform [32], [33]
for edge processing, which contains a total of 12 separate
specialized SHAVE (Streaming Hybrid Architecture Vector
Engine) processors, each of them existing on solitary power
A. Benchmark Setup
islands, which allows very fine-grained power control in softEnergy efficiency metrics (in operations/Joule) were calcuware with minimal latency to return to normal operating mode.
Each SHAVE has its own Texture Management Unit (TMU), lated by dividing the number of operations (rep = 5,000,000)
and also contains wide and deep register files coupled with a with the total CPU and DRAM energy consumption. The
Variable-Length Long Instruction-Word (VLLIW) for code-size ARM and Myriad 2 platforms were equipped with a builtefficiency. Data and instructions reside in a shared Connection in on-board power measurement system that was able to
MatriX (CMX) memory block which can accommodate dif- measure the energy of all CPU cores and memory (DRAM)
ferent instruction/data mixes depending on the workload. The continuously in real-time. For the Intel HPC platform, the Intel
CMX also includes address-translation logic to allow VLLIW PCM library was used to measure the CPU and DRAM energy.
Energy metrics (in operations/Joule) on the MIC platform were
code to be easily relocated to any core in the system.
Such specialized hardware requires porting of existing algo- collected by polling the /sys/class/micras/power interface every
rithms and data structures to optimally exploit the strengths of 50 milliseconds. Throughput metrics (in operations/second)
Myriad 2 platform. We implemented the DeltaTree and B-link were calculated by dividing the number of operations (rep =
tree using the Movidius Development Kit (MDK) for Myriad. 5,000,000) with the time needed to finish the whole operations.
All trees were populated with a respective number (init)
The development kit, as shown in Figure 1, provides for easier
of
random keys to simulate search trees that partially fit into
programming interfaces using C/C++, and comes with useful
hardware, like cameras, interfaces and ports, for prototyping and
1 https://github.com/postgres/postgres/blob/master/src/backend/access/
developing machine vision and edge processing applications. nbtree/README
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Table I
D E LTA T R E E E N E R G Y E F F I C I E N C Y A N D T H R O U G H P U T W I T H 4 D I F F E R E N T B E N C H M A R K P L AT F O R M S .

Name

HPC

ARM

MIC

Myriad2

System

Intel Haswell-EP

Samsung Exynos5 Octa

Intel Knights Corner

Movidius Myriad2

Processors

2x Intel Xeon E5-2650L v3

1x Samsung Exynos 5410

1x Xeon Phi 31S1P

1x Myriad2 SoC

# cores

24 (without hyperthreading)

− 4x Cortex A15 cores
− 4x Cortex A7 cores

57 (without hyperthreading)

− 1x LeonOS core
− 1x LeonRT core
− 12x Shave cores

2.5 GHz

− 1.6 GHz (A15 cores)
− 1.2 GHz (A7 cores)

1.1 GHz

600 MHz

L1 cache

32/32 KB I/D

32/32 KB I/D

32/32 KB I/D

− LeonOS (32/32 KB
I/D)
− LeonRT (4/4 KB I/D)
− Shave (2/1 KB I/D)

L2 cache

256 KB (per-core)

− 2 MB (shared, A15
cores)
− 512 KB (shared, A7
cores)

512 KB

− 256 KB (LeonOS)
− 32 KB (LeonRT)
− 256 KB (shared,
Shave)

L3 cache

30 MB (shared)

-

-

2MB "CMX" (shared)

8 GT/s Quick Path Interconnect (QPI)

CoreLink Cache Coherent
Interconnect (CCI) 400

5 GT/s Ring Bus Interconnect

400 GB/sec Interconnect

64 GB DDR3

2 GB LPDDR3

6 GB GDDR5

128 MB LPDDR II

Centos 7.1 (3.10.0-229 kernel)

Ubuntu 14.04 (3.4.103 ker- Xeon Phi uOS (2.6.38.8
nel)
+ mpss3.5)

RTEMS (MDK 15.02.0)

GNU GCC 4.8.3

GNU GCC 4.8.2

Movidius MDK 15.02.0

Compiler

·105
2.5

Intel C Compiler 15.0.2

100% Search
2

2
1.5
1

Energy efficiency

1.5
1
0.5

0.5
1

6

12

CBTree

18

24 cores

1

2

2
1.5
1
0.5
6
CBTree

12

18

24 cores

DeltaTree

·107

2.5 Throughput

1

6
CBTree

DeltaTree

·107

0

95% Search

·105

Energy efficiency
operations / Joule

OS

operations / second

Memory

operations / Joule

Interconnect

operations / second

Core clock

12

18

1.5
1
0.5
0

24 cores

DeltaTree

Throughput

1

6
CBTree

12

18

24 cores

DeltaTree

Figure 2. HPC platform. DeltaTree is up to 30% more energy efficient and up to 20% faster than CBTree.
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Figure 3. ARM platform. DeltaTree is up to 45% more energy efficient and up to 45% faster than CBTree.

the last level cache. The experiments on the Intel HPC and
MIC platforms were using init = 8,388,607 initial keys, while
the experiments on the ARM and Myriad 2 platforms were
using init = 4,194,303 and init = 1,048,575 initial keys,
respectively.

B. Energy Evaluation
The energy evaluation results proved that the energy efficiency of DeltaTree is better than CBTree in all of the
benchmark scenarios except in the 95% search using 57-cores
MIC platform. In the HPC platform (cf. Figure 2), DeltaTree
Combination of the update rate u = {0, 5} and the number of is 30% more energy efficient than CBTree in the 100% search
threads nr = {1, . . . , maximum_cores} were used for each benchmark using 12 cores. For the 95% search benchmark,
experiment. An update rate of 0 means 100% search, while an DeltaTree is 8% more energy efficient than CBTree when using
update rate of 5 equals to 5% insert and delete operations out 24 cores.
In the ARM platform (cf. Figure 3), DeltaTree is 45% more
of rep operations (or in other words, 95% of the operations
are search). The 95% search choice is inspired by the fact that energy efficient than CBTree in the 100% search benchmark
a 30:1 GET/SET ratio is reported in Facebook Memcached with 4 cores. DeltaTree is 10% more energy efficient than
workload [35]. All operations were using randomly generated CBTree in the 95% search benchmark using 4 cores.
In the MIC platform (cf. Figure 4), DeltaTree is 20% more
values of v ∈ (0, init × 2], v ∈ N as their parameter. Note
that the same range was used for populating the initial keys. energy efficient than CBTree in the 100% search benchmark
Pthreads are used for concurrency on HPC, ARM, and MIC with 57 cores. However, in the 95% search benchmark with 57
platforms, and the running threads are pinned to the available cores, DeltaTree’s energy efficiency is 10% lower than CBTree.
In the Myriad 2 platform (cf. Figure 5), DeltaTree is
physical cores.
4× more energy efficient than CBTree in the 100% search
For a fair comparison, we have set the upper bound UB on benchmark with 12 shaves. For the 95% search benchmark,
the unknown memory block size B of DeltaTree and CBTree’s DeltaTree is 2.5× more energy efficient than CBTree when
order to their respective values so that the page size for using 12 shaves.
DeltaNodes and CBTree was within the system’s page size of 4
KB. All experiments are repeated 5 times to ensure consistent C. Throughput Evaluation
results, whereas the respective operations are executed more
In the throughput evaluation results, DeltaTree managed to
than 1 million times in each iteration.
be faster than CBTree in all of the benchmark cases with
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Figure 4. MIC platform. DeltaTree is up to 20% more energy efficient and up to 18% faster than CBTree. However, DeltaTree energy efficiency and throughput
is 10% lower than CBTree in the 95% benchmark with 57 cores, which is caused by a false-sharing problem (cf. Section V).
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Figure 5. Myriad 2 platform. DeltaTree is up to 4× more energy efficient and 4× faster than CBTree.
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Figure 6. Data movement between CPU’s last level cache (LLC) and DRAM on the HPC platform. Collected using Intel PCM library.

one exception in the 57 cores MIC platform’s 95% search
Nevertheless, DeltaTree has one drawback, namely it can
benchmark. In the HPC platform (cf. Figure 2), DeltaTree is be inefficient and slow when doing concurrent updates using
20% faster than CBTree in the 100% search benchmark with 24 many-core CPUs (cf. Figure 4). Based on the cache profiles
cores. In the 95% search benchmark with 12 cores, DeltaTree that we have examined from the MIC platform, false sharing is
is 5% faster than CBTree.
found to be the cause of this problem. This finding highlights
In the ARM platform (cf. Figure 3), DeltaTree is 45% the weakness of the cache-oblivious data structures, namely
faster than CBTree in the 100% search benchmark with 4 they are likely to cause false sharing in the highly concurrent
cores. DeltaTree is 15% faster than CBTree in the 95% search environments where data updates are involved.
benchmark with 4 cores.
For Movidius Myriad 2, DeltaTree adapts very well to the
In the MIC platform (cf. Figure 4), DeltaTree is 18% faster constraints and the design of this edge platform for machine
than CBTree in the 100% search benchmark with 57 cores. vision and neural computing. The improvement in energy
Similar to the MIC platform’s energy efficiency figure (cf. efficiency and throughput for DeltaTree in relation to CBTree
Figure 4), DeltaTree throughput is 25% lower than CBTree is quite significant as compared to the other platforms. The
in the 95% search benchmark with 57 cores.
throughput and energy efficiency were 4× better than CBTree
In the Myriad 2 platform (cf. Figure 5), DeltaTree throughput in the 100% search benchmark, and 2.5× better in the 95%
is 4× higher than CBTree in the 100% search benchmark with search benchmark. We can build on these promising findings
12 shaves. For the 95% search benchmark, DeltaTree is 2.5× to evaluate the performance of DeltaTree on other platforms
faster than CBTree when using 12 shaves.
like GPUs (mobile and desktop grade) and FPGAs, as well
as on the latest versions of Intel Xeon, Intel Xeon Phi, and
V. D I S C U S S I O N
Samsung Exynos platforms in the future.
The DeltaTree energy efficiency and throughput results
highlighted the improvement that the locality-aware vEB layout
VI. CONCLUSION
can bring for the concurrent search-intensive workloads in
a search tree. In the 100% search benchmarks on all the
available platforms, DeltaTree energy efficiency and throughput
Fine-grained data locality-aware algorithms and data strucoutperformed those of the CBTree’s.
tures can provider better energy efficiency and performance on
The reason behind DeltaTree’s good energy efficiency and emerging edge hardware. As concurrent search trees underpin
throughput can be explained by looking at its data transfer many important systems, any improvements in their throughput
complexity. Figure 6 depicts the amount of data transferred yield significant gains for big data, IoT, and edge systems. We
between DRAM and the processors’ last level cache (LLC) on analyzed DeltaTree, a concurrency-aware platform-independent
the HPC platform. Based on our measurements, DeltaTree’s cache-oblivious search tree, which proved performance portable
average memory footprint on the HPC platform was 1.5× of and energy efficient for a variety of platforms, including HPC,
CBTree (or 0.6 GB and 0.4 GB, respectively). Interestingly, embedded, accelerator, and specialized edge computing sysFigure 6 shows that DeltaTree managed to lower its data traffic tems. Our experimental evaluation shows DeltaTree performing
between DRAM and LLC up to a third compared to CBTree. significantly better than state-of-the-art B-link tree for Movidius
Since DeltaTree and CBTree are memory-bound programs Myriad 2 platform, and provides a strong basis to explore
(i.e., the program’s progress is bound to the speed of memory in future energy-efficient data structures and algorithms that
access), data transfer reduction is the primary cause of the exploit fine-grained data locality provided by cache-oblivious
better energy efficiency in the case of DeltaTree’s operations. models for emerging edge hardware platforms.
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